Arrangements have been made for the polo team to play regular practice games with the Harvard team.

Why is not Dryer, '99, training for the relay team? His short-distance work would seem to indicate ability in the middle distances.

Dutton is showing up conspicuously well in training for the relay team. If all would work as regularly and conscientiously there would be no lack of point winners.

There should be many more candidates for the relay team. The men who are out are but a few of the good men the Institute affords this year, and all should come out.

The new hot-water tank has been put in at the Gym, but Hopkinson, Hale's, Noble's, and Chauncy Hall get all the benefit. To Tech. men the shower bath gives the same "cold shoulder."

Quite a number of Tech. men will enter the B. A. A. games on February 5th. This fact and the team race between M. I. T. and Boston College ought to call out a large Technology delegation to witness the games.

Jumpers should bear in mind that a most excellent training in their line is dancing. As an excuse, if necessary, this cannot be surpassed, and such a combination of business and pleasure should lead many men to train for the jumps.

One would not think, looking at some of the fisticuffs that pass for boxing at the Gym, that Tech. once boasted a boxing club. It is unfortunate that the "manly art" should have fallen out of favor so completely that no one can be found to teach the few anxious to learn.

John Rockwell, '96, now studying medicine at Boston University, was back at Tech. Friday, in the interest of athletics. There is a possibility that joint outdoor games will be run in the spring. An attempt was made to have indoor games at the Mechanics Building, but the scheme was decided to be inadvisable.

**Some Borrowed Wit.**

Halworthy (entering late): "How long has Dr. Cox been preaching?"
Sexton: "Twenty-two years, sir."
Halworthy: "I guess I won't go in then."
—*Harvard Lampoon.*

Maude: "Is there any singular to the word bloomers?"
Kate: "Yes; bloomers are always singular."
—*Yale Record.*

**AT THE RUSH.**

First Fresh.: "We're winning."
Second Ditto: "No; the Sophomore is on top."
First Fresh.: "Yes; but he can't get up."
—*Yale Record.*

"I catch your drift," remarked the mountaineer, as the avalanche fell upon him.
—*Harvard Lampoon.*

**Shoes**

*ALL THE POPULAR SHAPES FOR YOUNG MEN IN BLACK, TAN AND PATENT LEATHERS.*

*Overshoes of All Kinds.*

*Prices Reasonable. Discounts to Students of Technology.*

T. E. Moseley & Co.
469 Washington Street.